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Abstract

Digital signature scheme is an important research topic in cryptog-
raphy. An ordinary digital signature scheme allows a signer to create
signatures of documents and the generated signatures can be verified by
any person. A proxy signature scheme, a variation of ordinary digital sig-
nature scheme, enables a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of the
original signer. To be used in different applications, many proxy signa-
tures were proposed. In this paper, we review Lee et al.’s strong proxy
signature scheme, multi-proxy signature scheme, and its application to a
secure mobile agent, Shum and Wei’s privacy protected strong proxy sig-
nature scheme, and Park and Lee’s nominative proxy signature scheme,
and show that all these proxy signature schemes are insecure against the
original signer’s forgery. In other words, these schemes do not possess
the unforgeability property which is a desired security requirement for a
proxy signature scheme.

Keywords: Cryptanalysis, Proxy Signature, Strong Proxy Signature, Nom-
inative Signature

1 Introduction

Digital signature scheme [1][2][3][4] is an important research topic in cryptogra-
phy. An ordinary digital signature scheme allows a signer to create signatures
of documents and the generated signatures can be verified by any person. Due
to its importance, many variations of digital signature scheme were proposed,
such as blind signature scheme [10], undeniable signature scheme [11][12], ...
etc. which can be used in different application situations.

A proxy signature scheme [5][6][7][8][9], a variation of ordinary digital sig-
nature scheme, enables a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of the original
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signer. Proxy signature schemes have been shown to be useful in many appli-
cations. For example, a manager can delegate his secretaries to sign documents
while he is on vacation. Proxy signature schemes can also be used in electronics
transaction [13] and mobile agent environment [14][15][16].

To categorize delegation types, Mambo et al. [5] defined three levels of
delegation: full delegation, partial delegation, and delegation by warrant. In
full delegation, the original signer gives his secret key to the proxy signer. The
proxy signer uses the key to sign documents. In partial delegation, the proxy
signature signing key is generated by both the original signer and proxy signer.
In delegation by warrant, the original signer signs the warrant which describes
the relative rights and information of the original signer and proxy signer such
that a signature verifier can use the warrant as a part of verification information.
In [6], Kim et al. proposed a partial delegation with warrant proxy signature
scheme which enjoys the computational advantage over the proxy signature
by warrant and the structure advantage over the proxy signature for partial
delegation. No matter what kind of proxy signature schemes, a proxy signature
scheme should provide good security properties.

In 1999, Sun and Hsieh [17] pointed out that the Mambo et al.’s scheme [5]
is unfair to the original signer because the proxy signer can transfer the signing
right to others, and that the Kim et al.’s scheme [6] is insecure to the public
key substitution attack in which an attacker can create a valid proxy signature
by updating his own public key with other’s public key. To overcome these
security flaws, Sun and Hsieh also proposed two modified schemes [17]. Later,
Sun and Hseih’s modified schemes are found that they still suffer from the public
key substitution attack and a kind of forgery attack. Consequently, they are
further improved in [18][19]. Here we note that in order to prevent the public
key substitution attack, we can make the certificate authority, CA, to check the
corresponding secret key while updating user’s public key [18]. Hence, we will
not take the public key substitution attack into consideration in this paper since
the CA can afford the work of prevention.

Recently, Lee et al. [15] defined properties that a strong proxy signature
scheme should provide:

Strong Unforgeability: Only the legitimate proxy signer can generate a
valid proxy signature; even the original signer can not.

Verifiability: Anyone can verify the signature and the signed message
should conform to the delegation warrant.

Strong Identifiability: Anyone can determine the identity of the corre-
sponding proxy signer.

Strong Undeniability: The proxy signer can not repudiate the signature
which he ever generated.

Prevention of Misuse: The proxy key pair should be used in any place
conforms to the warrant.

As they mentioned in [15], the Mambo et al.’s scheme [5] and the Kim et
al.’s scheme [6] do not satisfy the prevention of misuse property. Therefore,
following the above definition, Lee et al. [15] proposed a strong proxy signature
scheme which we call it LKK-SPS scheme for short hereafter. They also applied
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the LKK-SPS scheme to design a multi-proxy signature scheme [15] in which
multiple original signers can delegate their signing rights to one proxy signer.
Based on the LKK-SPS scheme, they further proposed an application of strong
proxy signature to secure mobile agent [20]. Later, based on the LKK-SPS
scheme, Shum and Wei [21] also proposed a privacy-protected strong proxy
signature scheme which is an enhanced version to protect the proxy signer’s
identity behind an alias.

On the other hand, Kim et al. [22] proposed a nominative signature scheme
which is also a variation of digital signature scheme. A nominative signature
scheme includes two parties: a nominator who signs a digital signature and
a nominee who is able to verify the validity of the signature. A nominative
signature should achieve two requirements:

(1) only the nominee can verify the nominator’s signature.
(2) only the nominee can prove to the third party that the signature is issued

to him and is valid.
Based on Kim et al.’s nominative signature scheme, Park and Lee [14] pro-

posed a digital nominative proxy signature scheme for mobile communication
which is a combination of nominative signature scheme and proxy signature
scheme. Therefore, the scheme should simultaneously provide the security
requirements of both the proxy signature scheme and nominative signature
scheme.

In this paper, we show that Lee et al.’s strong proxy signature scheme, multi-
proxy signature scheme and its application to a secure mobile agent, Shum and
Wei’s privacy-protected strong proxy signature scheme, and Park and Lee’s
nominative proxy signature scheme are all insecure against the original signer’s
forgery. In other words, these schemes do not possess the unforgeability property
which is a desired security requirement for a proxy signature scheme.

2 Notations

In this section, we give the notations for reviewing the proxy signature schemes
through this paper.

A the nominator
B the nominee
T the trust third party
O the original signer
P the proxy signer
V the signature verifier
p, q large prime number with q|(p− 1)
g a element of order q in Z∗

p

h() a secure one-way hash function
mw a warrant
xu the secret key of user u
yu the public key of user u, yu = gxu mod p
A → B A sends message to B
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sign() signing algorithm
verify() verification algorithm

3 On the Security of the LKK-SPS Scheme and
Its Applications

3.1 The LKK-SPS Scheme

We first briefly review the LKK-SPS scheme as follows.

3.1.1 Proxy Delegation

In the proxy delegation phase, the original signer O needs to generate a triplet
(mw, ro, so) and sends the triplet to the proxy signer P .

First, O selects ko ∈R Z∗
q , and computes ro = gko mod p and so = xoh(mw, ro)+

ko mod q. Next, he sends (mw, ro, so) to P . In fact, (ro, so) is the signature of
mw using Schnorr’s signature scheme.

P accepts (mw, ro, so) if the equation gso = y
h(mw,ro)
o ro mod p holds. The

proxy delegation scenario is depicted as Figure 1.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , ro = gko mod p

so = xoh(mw, ro) + ko mod q
O → P (mw, ro, so)
P checks: gso

?= y
h(mw,ro)
o ro mod p

Figure 1: LKK-SPS Proxy Delegation

3.1.2 Signing and Verification

The proxy signer P computes the proxy signature signing key xpr = so +
xp mod q and uses it to generate the proxy signature σ of a message m by
using a conventional DLP-like signature scheme. The proxy signer then sends
(m,σ, ro,mw) to the verifier V . V computes the corresponding proxy signature
public key ypr = y

h(mw,ro)
o royp mod p and uses it to verify the proxy signature

through the signature verification phase of the used DLP-like signature scheme.
The scenario of signing and verification is depicted as Figure 2.

P computes: xpr = so + xp mod q
σ = sign(m,xpr)

P → V (m,σ, ro,mw)
V checks: ypr = y

h(mw,ro)
o royp mod p

verify(m,σ, ypr)
?= true

Figure 2: LKK-SPS Signing and Verification
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3.2 Multi-Proxy Signature Scheme Based on the LKK-
SPS

Based on the LKK-SPS scheme, Lee et al. proposed a multi-proxy signature
scheme in which multiple original signers can delegate their signing rights to
one proxy signer. Let Oi, (i = 1 to n) denote the group of n original signers and
(xi, yi) denote the public key and secret key pair of an original signer Oi.

3.2.1 Proxy Delegation

Each Oi selects ki ∈R Z∗
q and computes ri = gki mod p and si = xih(mwi

, ri) +
ki mod q. Next, he sends (mwi , ri, si) to P . P accepts (mwi , ri, si) if gsi =
y

h(mwi
,ri)

i ri mod p.

Oi computes: ki ∈R Z∗
q , ri = gki mod p

si = xih(mwi
, ri) + ki mod q

Oi → P (mwi
, ri, si)

P checks: gsi
?= y

h(wi,ri)
i ri mod p

Figure 3: Multi-Proxy Signature Proxy Delegation

3.2.2 Signing and Verification

If P wants to create a proxy signature, he first computes the proxy signa-
ture signing key xpr = s1 + ... + sn + xp mod q. Next, he uses xpr to gen-
erate the proxy signature σ = sign(m,xpr) of a message m. Anyone who
wants to verify the signature computes the proxy signature public key ypr =
y

h(mw1 ,r1)
o1 r1...y

h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp mod p and checks whether verify(m,σ, yP ) = true.

P computes: xpr = s1 + ... + sn + xp mod q
σ = sign(m,xpr)

P → V (m,σ, r1...rn,mw1 ...mwn
)

V checks: ypr = y
h(mw1 ,r1)
o1 r1...y

h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp mod p

verify(m,σ, ypr)
?= true

Figure 4: Multi-Proxy Signature Signing and Verification

3.3 Cryptanalysis of the LKK-SPS Scheme and Its Appli-
cation

In this subsection, we show that both the LKK-SPS scheme, multi-proxy signa-
ture scheme, and its application to secure mobile agent are insecure against
the original signer’s forgery. In the LKK-SPS scheme, in order to forge a
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proxy signature, a dishonest original signer computes r′o = y−1
p mod p.1 Thus,

xpr
′ = xoh(mw, r′o) mod q is a valid proxy signature signing key and (m,σ, r′o)

is a valid proxy signature. This is because:

ypr = y
h(mw,r′

o)
o ∗ r′o ∗ yp mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
o) ∗ y−1

p ∗ yp mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
o) mod p

= gx′
pr mod p

In the multi-proxy signature scheme, in order to forge a multi-proxy signa-
ture, the original signer O1computes r′1 = (yh(mw2 ,r2)

o2 r2...y
h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp)−1 mod p.

Thus, x′pr = xoh(mw, r′1) mod q is a valid proxy signature signing key and
(m,σ, r′o) is a valid proxy signature. This is because:

ypr = y
h(mw,r′

1)
o ∗ r′1 ∗ (yh(mw2 ,r2)

o2 r2...y
h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp) mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
1) ∗ (yh(mw2 ,r2)

o2 r2...y
h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp)−1

∗ (yh(mw2 ,r2)
o2 r2...y

h(mwn ,rn)
on rnyp) mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
1) mod p

= gx′
pr mod p

Here we also note that in [20], Lee et al. applied the LKK-SPS scheme to
design a secure mobile agent. The above attack can work successfully on the
proposed secure mobile agent directly.

4 On the Security of Shum and Wei’s Scheme

4.1 Shum and Wei’s scheme

Based on the LKK-SPS scheme, Shum and Wei also proposed a privacy-protected
proxy signature scheme which protects the proxy signer’s identity behind an
alias. Their proposed scheme contains the alias issuing , the proxy delegation,
the signing and verification, and the privacy revoking phases. The details of
each phases are showed as follows.

4.1.1 Alias Issuing

In this phase, T issues an alias hP to P . The alias issuing protocol runs as
follows.

1The general form of r′o is y−1
p ga mod p, where a is a random number. We remain r′o =

y−1
p mod p in the article to make reader understanding clearly. We omit the description in

other cryptanalysis since they are similar.
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step 1. P sends his identity IDP to T .
step 2. T selects kP ∈R Z and kT ∈R Z∗

q . He computes hP = h(kP , IDP ),
rT = gkT mod p, and sT = xT h(hP , rT ) + kT mod q. Next, he sends (hP , rT , sT )
to P .

step 3. P accepts the triplet (hP , rT , sT ) if the equation gsT = y
h(hP ,rT )
T rT mod p

holds. We depict the protocol as Figure 5.

P → T IDP

T computes: kP ∈R Z, kT ∈R Z∗
q

hP = h(kP , IDP )
rT = gkT mod p
sT = xT h(hP , rT ) + kT mod q

T → P (hP , rT , sT )
P checks: gsT

?= y
h(hP ,rT )
T rT mod p

Figure 5: Shum and Wei’s Alias Issuing Protocol

4.1.2 Proxy Delegation

In the proxy delegation phase, O generates the proxy delegation (mw, ro, so) to
the proxy signer P .

First, O selects ko ∈R Z∗
q , and computes ro = gko mod p and so = xoh(mw, ro)+

ko mod q. Next, he sends (mw, ro, so) to P .
P accepts (mw, ro, so) if the equation gso = y

h(mw,ro)
o ro mod p holds. The

proxy delegation protocol is depicted as Figure 6.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , ro = gko mod p

so = xoh(mw, ro) + ko mod q
O → P (mw, ro, so)
P checks: gso

?= y
h(mw,ro)
o ro mod p

Figure 6: Shum and Wei’s Proxy Delegation Protocol

4.1.3 Signing and Verification

The proxy signer P computes the proxy signature signing key xpr = so +
sT mod q and uses it to generate the proxy signature σ of a message m by
using a conventional DLP-like signature scheme. The proxy signer then sends
(m,σ, ro,mw, IDO, hP , rT ) to the verifier V . V computes the corresponding
proxy signature public key y = y

h(mw,ro)
o roy

h(hP ,rT )
T rT mod p and uses it to

check the validity of the proxy signature via the signature verification phase of
the used DLP-like signature scheme. The scenario of signing and verification
scenario is depicted as Figure 7.
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P computes: xpr = so + sT mod q
σ = sign(m,xpr)

P → V m, σ, ro,mw, IDO, hP , rT

V checks: ypr = y
h(mw,ro)
o roy

h(hP ,rT )
T rT mod p

verify(m,σ, ypr)
?= true

Figure 7: Shum and Wei’s Signing and Verification

4.1.4 Privacy Revoking

If the verifier V wants to know the identity of the signer, he sends the alias hP

to T . Next, T returns kP and IDP to V . Finally, V will be convinced that the
signer’s identity is IDP if hP = h(kP , IDP ). The privacy revoking scenario is
depicted as Figure 8.

V → T hP

T → V kP , IDP

V checks: hP
?= h(kP , IDP )

Figure 8: Shum and Wei’s Privacy Revoking

4.2 Cryptanalysis of Shum and Wei’s scheme

In this subsection, we show that Shum and Wei’s proxy signature scheme is inse-
cure against the original signer’s forgery. A dishonest original signer chooses h′P
and r′T and computes r′o = (yh(h′

P ,r′
T )

T r′T )−1 mod p.2 Thus, xpr
′ = xoh(mw, r′o)

is a valid proxy signature signing key and (m,σ, r′o,mw, IDo, h
′
P , r′T ) is a valid

proxy signature. This is because:

y = y
h(mw,r′

o)
o ∗ r′o ∗ y

h(h′
P ,r′

T )
T r′T mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
o) ∗ (yh(h′

P ,r′
T )

T r′T )−1 ∗ y
h(h′

P ,r′
T )

T r′T mod p

= gxoh(mw,r′
o) mod p

= gx′
pr mod p

5 On the Security of Park and Lee’s Scheme

Park and Lee’s nominative proxy signature scheme is a combination of a nom-
inative signature scheme and a proxy signature scheme. Therefore, before we
review their scheme, we first introduce the nominative signature scheme as fol-
lows.

2The general form of r′o is (y
h(h′

P ,r′
T )

T r′T )−1ga mod p, where a is a random number.
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5.1 The Nominative Signature Scheme

The nominator A selects r, R ∈R Z∗
q and computes t = gR−r mod p, T =

yR
B mod p, e = h(yB , t, T,m), and z = r−xaemod q. The signature of a message

m is a quadruplet (t, T, z, yB). Next, A sends (m, t, T, z, yB) to the nominee
B. B computes e = h(yB , t, T,m) and accepts the signature if the equation
(gzye

At)xB = T holds. The derivation is showed as follows:

(gzye
At)xB mod p

= (gr−xaegxaegR−r)xB mod p

= (gR)xB mod p

= yR
B mod p

= T

We depict the nominative signature scheme as Figure 9.

A computes: r, R ∈R Z∗
q , t = gR−r mod p

T = yR
B mod p,e = h(yB , t, T,m)

z = r − xaemod q
A → B (m, t, T, z, yB)
B checks: e = h(yB , t, T,m)

(gzye
At)xB

?= T

Figure 9: The Nominative Signature Scheme

5.2 Park and Lee’s Nominative Proxy Signature Scheme

5.2.1 Proxy Delegation

In the proxy delegation phase, O generates the proxy delegation (Ti,M, so, ro)
to the proxy signer P .

First, O selects ko ∈R Z∗
q , and computes ro = gko mod p and so = xoh(M,Ti)+

koro mod q, where Ti is a time stamp. Next, he sends (Ti,M, so, ro) to P .
P accepts (Ti,M, so, ro) if the equation gso = y

h(M,Ti)
o rro

o mod p holds. The
proxy delegation protocol is depicted as Figure 10.

O computes: ko ∈R Z∗
q , ro = gko mod p

so = xoh(M,Ti) + koro mod q
O → P (Ti,M, so, ro)
P checks: gso

?= y
h(M,Ti)
o rro

o mod p

Figure 10: Park and Lee’s Proxy Delegation Protocol
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5.2.2 Signing and Verification of the Nominative Proxy Signature

To sign the nominative signature, the nominator P selects r1, r2 ∈R Z∗
q , and

computes K = gr1−r2xp mod p, D = yr1
v mod p, z = (yv,K,D,M), and sz =

(r2xp − r1soe) mod q. The nominator P sends (M,Ti, ro,K,D, r1, sz) to the
nominee V . To verify the nominative signature, V checks whether the equa-
tion holds: (gsz(yh(M,Ti)

o rro
o )r1eK)xv mod p = D. We depict the signing and

verification scenario as Figure 11.

P computes: r1, r2 ∈R Z∗
q ,

K = gr1−r2xp mod p
D = yr1

v mod p
z = (yv,K,D,M), e = h(Z)
sz = (r2xp − r1soe) mod q

P → V (M,Ti, ro,K,D, r1, sz)
V checks: (gsz(yh(M,Ti)

o rro
o )r1eK)xv mod p

?= D

Figure 11: Park and Lee’s Signing and Verification

5.3 Cryptanalysis of Park and Lee’s Nominative Proxy
Signature Scheme

In this subsection, we show that Park and Lee’s nominative proxy signature
scheme is insecure against the original signer’s forgery. A dishonest original
signer chooses re, rf ∈R Z∗

q , and computes K = gre−rf mod p, D = yre
v mod p,

z = (yv,K,D,M), e = h(Z), and sz = (rf−resoe) mod q. Thus, (M,Ti, ro,K,D, re, sz)
is a valid proxy signature. This is because:

(gsz(yh(M,Ti)
o rro

o )reeK)xv mod p

= (grf−resoe ∗ (gxoh(M,Ti) ∗ gkoro)ree ∗ gre−rf )xv mod p

= (grf−resoe ∗ gsoree ∗ gre−rf )xv mod p

= (gre)xv mod p

= yre
v mod p

= D

6 Conclusions

As our cryptanalysis, the LKK-SPS scheme is insecure against the original
signer’s forgery. Other applications based on the LKK-SPS schemes hence suf-
fer from the same weakness. These includes Lee et al.’s multi-proxy signature
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scheme and Lee et al.’s secure mobile agent, and Shum and Wei’s privacy-
protected strong proxy signature scheme. In Park and Lee’s nominative proxy
signature scheme, the using of proxy signer’s secret key while creating a nom-
inative proxy signature does not limit it to that only proxy signer can create
the nominative proxy signature. Therefore, the original signer who knows the
delegation information, so, can forge the nominative proxy signature.
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